Brainstorm
Production Services
allows Brainstorm
customers to enjoy
state-of-the-art
production services
and training.

PRODUCTION SERVICES

Production is part of the genetics of
Brainstorm, as the company started
providing broadcast services while
developing software for these services.
Being able to use our products in real
production
environments,
working
for real customers of any size, allows
Brainstorm staff to achieve the deepest
knowledge of our products and better
understanding the market’s needs. That
is the reason why Brainstorm created
the Production Services department,
one of the key strengths of the company.
Brainstorm Production Services allows
our customers to enjoy state-of-theart production services and training,
as it provides an end-to-end graphics
production service already enjoyed by
many of the world’s leading broadcasters.
This department is in close contact
with the end users and the market as
it participates in external productions,
trade shows and customer training.
Brainstorm staff becomes the first end
users of our products, using them in
real and complex productions, so we can
guarantee the best understanding of our
customers’ requirements and provide
better training when required.

Brainstorm
Production
Services
provides further flexibility, as sometimes
a customer does not require to purchase
a new product but needs a rental for
a given project, or requires a turnkey
solution for a specific need. At this
time, the concourse of experienced staff
means the customer could accomplish
that project minimizing its investment.
In some occasions, Production Services
could support our customers when
their structure can’t cope with a specific
project, or help with content creation for
smaller companies.
Additionally, our expertise is useful on
installations and start-ups of graphics
or news departments. Our main areas of
expertise are:
• Training. Customers could rely in
the quality of Brainstorm training, as
our trainers are expert users of our
products and not only provide training
but they also adapt the courses to the
final requirements of the customers.
• Installations. Brainstorm Production
Services could cope with the
installation of our products in the
final site, and also offer maintenance,
setting up and customer support
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when required. Our staff could
integrate in the customer’s structure
to establish the correct workflows,
helping on the initial stages of the
production. In complex installations
involving tracking virtual sets, our
staff could also help in installation,
setup and camera calibration.
• Content generation. Our staff is
formed by expert technicians and
designers, and can create any
graphic piece from single graphics
to entire design lines, or from 3D
objects to complete virtual sets,
for any product of the Brainstorm
range (eStudio, EasySet, Aston 3D,
OnDemand, EOAG…) for a variety of
customers. This service guarantees
a smooth start or transition for their
designers to the use of our products.
Also, as solution providers for specific
projects, Production Services created
turnkey applications and interfaces
for special applications such as
sports, elections, etc.
Brainstorm Production Services have
been involved in many projects, from
entertainment solutions to news
graphics or elections coverage, and

could cope with almost any real-time 2D
or 3D graphics project there could be.

Entertainment
Entertainment is one of the fields of
expertise of Brainstorm Production
Services, because of the various
shows performed by the department,
for instance projects like the Spanish
licenses of “Jeopardy” or “Wheel of
Fortune”.This latest show is still on

Brainstorm
Production Services
could support our
customers when
their structure can’t
cope with a specific
project, or help with
content creation.

air since 2006, when on it went back to
Antena 3 and the production company
Martingala counted with Brainstorm to
build a fully virtual panel and update the
show to today’s requirements.
Brainstorm
Production
Services
prepared the hardware infrastructure
and the control panel that required
just a single operator to launch all the
graphics of the show.

Financial and News graphics
Big names in the News and Broadcast
industries have used Brainstorm
Production Services to design, create
or launch to on-air their real-time
graphics. CBNC, for example, is an
experienced Brainstorm user for many
of their on-air graphics, virtual sets
or Augmented Reality applications,
but in 2005 they required the advice
of Brainstorm Production Services
to help them build all the complex
business graphics connected to external
databases and launch them to air in
real-time. To help creating the system’s
back end, Brainstorm engineers spent
several months with CNBC’s staff.
Also Thomson-Reuters, the leading
international news agency, bought
a BrainNews system to manage and
broadcast all their business graphics.
The system was installed in 2009,
and Brainstorm Production Services
provided the operational training
while helped them to rebuild all
their graphics, originally designed in
Photoshop, for real-time 3D operation.
Since then, more than a thousand
graphics are launching to air daily
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using Brainstorm technology.
Brainstorm Production Services is
also present in Times Square, where
the NASDAQ corner is plenty of
Brainstorm graphics. Back in 2006
Brainstorm was selected to create the
biggest stationary videowall at that
time, that received a huge amount
of financial graphics coming from a
single workstation, that receives data
from different sources and organizes it
in the different graphic displayed.

Elections
Large broadcasters have relied on
Brainstorm Production Services to
produce election coverage programs
for years. Between 2005 and 2011, the
BBC partnered with Brainstorm for
their election coverage on general,
European, local and even American
elections. Brainstorm recreated in
3D locations such as Downing Street
or the House of Commons and built
virtual sets designed by BBC artists.
All kind of complex 3D graphics like
swingometers, line graphs, touch
screens, histograms, 3D maps, etc.,
were displayed into the virtual sets

and modified in real time as new data
was available.
In 2008 Brainstorm covered the American
election in both sides of the ocean when
the NBC also used our services. A
360º virtual set was reformatting as
a transformer in different sets with
3D graphics as a part of it. Of course,
Brainstorm has also partenered with
Spanish broadcasters for their coverage

Brainstorm staff
becomes the
first end users
of our products,
using them in
real and complex
productions.

in Spain, like Antena 3, RTVE or Canal 9.

Sports
Brainstorm Production Services has
partnered with different broadcasters to
cover a number of Sports events, from
the UEFA Champions League of Football
to single basketball, football and other
sports games. This includes both
graphics and purpose-built applications
for different events.

Corporate Presentations
Today’s corporate presentations are
more spectacular each time, as larger
companies rely on large audiovisual
installations to present results or launch
new products. Brainstorm Product
Services has used its skills in design and
real-time 3D graphics in relevant events
for multi-national companies such as
LG, REPSOL or RENAULT.

